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Abstract

Vision-language pre-trained models have achieved im-
pressive performance on various downstream tasks. How-
ever, their large model sizes hinder their utilization on
platforms with limited computational resources. We find
that directly using smaller pre-trained models and apply-
ing magnitude-based pruning on CLIP models leads to in-
flexibility and inferior performance. Recent efforts for VLP
compression either adopt uni-modal compression metrics
resulting in limited performance or involve costly mask-
search processes with learnable masks. In this paper, we
first propose the Module-wise Pruning Error (MoPE) met-
ric, accurately assessing CLIP module importance by per-
formance decline on cross-modal tasks. Using the MoPE
metric, we introduce a unified pruning framework applica-
ble to both pre-training and task-specific fine-tuning com-
pression stages. For pre-training, MoPE-CLIP effectively
leverages knowledge from the teacher model, significantly
reducing pre-training costs while maintaining strong zero-
shot capabilities. For fine-tuning, consecutive pruning from
width to depth yields highly competitive task-specific mod-
els. Extensive experiments in two stages demonstrate the
effectiveness of the MoPE metric, and MoPE-CLIP outper-
forms previous state-of-the-art VLP compression methods.

1. Introduction

Vision-Language Pre-training (VLP) models have demon-
strated strong multi-modal representation learning abilities
[19, 24, 30, 32]. However, their impressive performance
comes at the cost of a large number of parameters, limit-
ing their use on resource-constrained devices. Therefore, it
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is essential to explore compact VLP models for real-world
applications [51, 57]. We identify two compression settings
for different platforms. First, many edge servers lack the
computational power to handle the entire pre-trained model.
We define “pre-training stage compression” to address
this, which involves compressing zero-shot VLP models
and pre-training them on millions of image-text pairs to cre-
ate compact, general-purpose models. Second, clients, like
mobile phones, often require multiple task-specific models
for various scenarios. To meet this demand, we introduce
“fine-tuning stage compression”. For example, CLIP [44]
excels in cross-modal retrieval tasks, comprising image-to-
text retrieval (TR) and text-to-image retrieval (IR). Given
the pre-computable and offline storable nature of visual or
textual representations [10, 63], our objective is to compress
vision encoder for TR task and text encoder for IR task.

To reduce inference costs, smaller pre-trained models,
like the various-sized ViT-based CLIP models in [44],
are considered. However, individually pre-training each
model is computationally expensive [8], and the limited
architectural diversity may not meet various deployment
needs. Consequently, we delve into more flexible solutions
that leverage pruning techniques to compress VLP mod-
els. Nonetheless, the suboptimal performance of magnitude
pruning on CLIP as shown in Figure 1 raises the challenge
of identifying a more competitive pruning strategy.

Recent VLP pruning methods [51, 57, 59] can be broadly
categorized into two categories. The simplest way involves
applying uni-modal Transformer pruning methods. How-
ever, despite the effectiveness of metrics such as magni-
tude and loss-awareness on single-modality transformers
[16, 17, 36, 39], our experiments have revealed unsatisfac-
tory performance when directly applying them to the mul-
timodal CLIP models. EfficientVLM [57] uses the “every
other” pruning strategy during the pre-training stage, but
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⑴ Fine-tuned Evaluation On MSCOCO Dataset 

⑵ Zero-shot Evaluation on MSCOCO Dataset
CLIP-ViT-B/32: competitive but fixed size

Magn Pruned: inferior and flexible

SE-CLIPv: inferior and fixed size

MoPE-Pruned: competitive and flexible

Figure 1. Empirical comparison between (a) the original large CLIP model and three smaller models with compressed vision encoders,
including (b) a pre-trained small CLIP Model; (c) a small model obtained by substituting the original vision encoder in (a) with the
small vision encoder of (b); and (d) a small model with the vision encoder pruned from (a). We perform pruning during pre-training or
fine-tuning, evaluated (1) after fine-tuning or (2) with zero shot. Note that we train the substituted encoder Es

v in (c) and Ep
v in (d) with

image-text contrastive loss Litc. TR and IR stand for image-to-text and text-to-image retrieval, respectively.

this approach, commonly used in BERT models, does not
deliver optimal outcomes in our experiments. These find-
ings underscore the inadequacy of existing metrics in as-
sessing module impact on multi-modal tasks. On the other
hand, mask-based pruning is employed to identify crucial
modules. UPop [51] introduces a progressive searching pro-
cess, which is unsuitable for the pre-training stage. Tiny-
CLIP [59] suggests distillation with weight inheritance for
small models, involving a time-consuming multi-stage dis-
tillation process. Additionally, TinyCLIP is pre-trained on
the LAION400M dataset [47], leaving uncertainty about its
effectiveness for fine-tuning stage compression with lim-
ited data. In summary, traditional pruning metrics need im-
provement for VLP pruning, and mask-based pruning is not
efficient enough during pre-training. Thus, a unified solu-
tion for our identified two-stage compression is unexplored.

To tackle these challenges, we introduce MoPE-CLIP,
an effective mask-free structured pruning solution for both
pre-training and fine-tuning stage compression. We first
propose the Module-wise Pruning Error (MoPE) metric,
which quantifies a module’s importance by measuring the
performance drop in multi-modal tasks if that module is
pruned. MoPE precisely evaluates the pruning sensitivity of
heads, FFN neurons in the width direction, and Transformer
layers in the depth direction. Based on the MoPE metric,
we propose a unified mask-free pruning framework. In the
pre-training stage, we calculate MoPE using zero-shot re-
trieval on the MSCOCO validation set and simultaneously
prune both width and depth components. In the fine-tuning
stage, MoPE is calculated by the performance decline on
downstream tasks. To achieve higher pruning ratios, we
prioritize pruning in the width direction before pruning in
the depth direction. Moreover, we distill both cross-modal
and uni-modal knowledge from the original model’s aligned
feature space and text/vision encoder to enhance the pruned
model’s capacity. Extensive evaluations demonstrate our

MoPE-CLIP largely outperforms the same amount of pa-
rameters TinyCLIP [59] by 5.3% TR@1 and 4.0% IR@1 on
MSCOCO retrieval tasks, while surpassing MCD [23] and
ALIP [62] on 11 zero-shot classification tasks by 18.6% and
17.0%. The contributions of our work are:
• We introduce MoPE metric for precisely assessing the im-

portance of CLIP modules in cross-modal tasks. Utilizing
MoPE, we present a structured pruning framework com-
bined with advanced distillation loss, offering a unified
solution for pre-training and fine-tuning compression.

• MoPE-CLIP model exhibits SOTA performance in both
training speed and accuracy across extensive experiments,
surpassing existing benchmarks in various domains.

2. Preliminary Study of Downsizing CLIP
In pursuit of the objective to scale down a vision-language
model such as CLIP, various alternatives come into consid-
eration. Architecturally, one may opt to substitute an en-
coder with its counterpart in a smaller model, as exemplified
by CLIP-ViT-B/32 in Figure 1(b), or alternatively, directly
prune the encoder to any desired size. From a practical
standpoint, downsizing can be executed either during pre-
training prior to deployment for downstream tasks or during
fine-tuning in clients. This section embarks on a prelimi-
nary examination of these alternatives, laying the ground-
work for our proposed pruning strategy.

Substituting with smaller models proves unsatisfactory.
We substitute the original vision encoder Ev of CLIP with
a smaller one from CLIP-ViT-B/32, resulting in the down-
sized model SE-CLIPV . We freeze the language encoder
to facilitate applications like image-to-text retrieval (TR),
where text features by the language encoder are oftentimes
stored without modification. The modified vision encoder
and the frozen language encoder are misaligned, necessi-
tating further training. Concretely, we conduct fine-tuning
of a linear layer and the vision encoder on the downstream
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Figure 2. The overall workflow of training MoPE-CLIP. (a). During the fine-tuning stage, we apply width-first-then-depth pruning on
fine-tuned CLIP vision or text encoder to obtain powerful task-specific models. (b). An illustration of our distillation process, transferring
cross-modal and uni-modal knowledge. (c). During the pre-training stage, we apply consecutive pruning in the width and depth directions
on zero-shot CLIP encoders. (d). An illustration of MoPE metric, measuring the performance drop of CLIP after removing the module θ.

dataset MSCOCO [33], and resort to the cross-modal con-
trastive loss function Litc, which is the InfoNCE loss com-
puted between image and text features. Unfortunately, SE-
CLIPV experiences a substantial performance decline com-
pared with the original CLIP, as illustrated in Figure 1(1).
This decline may be attributed to the formidable challenge
of aligning two disassociated encoders originating from dis-
tinct vision-language models. This observation, coupled
with the lack of flexibility in selecting a target size, dis-
suades us from further investigating this downsizing strat-
egy during pre-training. Thus, we redirect our focus to the
alternative choice of pruning.

Further investigation is required for successful pruning.
Specifically, we implement MagnCLIPV [16], a widely
adopted yet straightforward pruning strategy, which selec-
tively prunes attention heads and FFN neurons below a
specified magnitude threshold. Adjusting this threshold re-
sults in varying sizes of pruned models. We utilize the same
objective function as Litc in substitution to train the pruned
model Ep

v . Despite the expected flexibility in target size,
MagnCLIPV ensures only a relatively satisfactory perfor-
mance, provided that at least 50% of parameters are re-
tained, as depicted in Figure 1(1)(2). An imperative need
exists for an effective pruning strategy that simultaneously
meets flexibility and generalization capacity, thus forming
the basis for our proposed approach.

Both pre-training and fine-tuning pruning merit consid-
eration. An intriguing question to explore is whether a
vision-language model, pre-trained before deployment, out-
performs one pruned to the same size during fine-tuning.
MoPE-CLIPbase and MoPE-CLIPV represent the two ver-
sions using our proposed pruning framework which we will
detail in the next. From Figure 1(1), we conclude that given
the same target size, exploring both pre-training pruning
and fine-tuning pruning is worthwhile. First, their appli-
cation scenarios differ as discussed. Second, pruning dur-
ing pre-training, when more parallel data is accessible for
preserving cross-modal correlations, proves more effective,
while pruning during fine-tuning which does not underper-
form significantly enjoys the advantage of high efficiency.

3. Method
We introduce the MoPE metric in Section 3.1 to measure
module influence accurately in cross-modal tasks. In Sec-
tions 3.2 and 3.3, we present our pruning framework and
knowledge distillation loss, jointly improving the two-stage
compression performance.

3.1. Module-wise Pruning Error

We propose a new metric called module-wise pruning er-
ror (MoPE) to evaluate the importance of different modules
in the CLIP model, such as Multi-Head Attention (MHA)
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heads, Feedforward (FFN) neurons, and entire Transformer
layers. For heads and neurons, some commonly used met-
rics in width pruning, like magnitude [16], fail to accu-
rately capture their impacts on multi-modal tasks, leading to
suboptimal results. For Transformer layers, existing works
[13, 45] mainly adopt every other strategy on depth prun-
ing for BERT. Our experiments in Section 4.3 demonstrate
that this simplistic strategy falls short when applied to CLIP
models. We suppose that every other strategy cannot mea-
sure the pruning influence on another encoder and thus leads
to inferior performance. These results present a new chal-
lenge in selecting a suitable metric to prune VLP models.

To overcome these issues, our proposed MoPE metric
effectively assesses the module’s importance with respect
to multi-modal downstream tasks, offering a consistent and
more accurate measure for both width and depth pruning.
In particular, we regard different heads, groups of neurons,
and layers as different modules. From Figure 2 (d), the im-
portance of module θ is empirically measured by the per-
formance decline between module θ removed CLIP model
fφ−θ and to the full CLIP fφ counterpart as follows:

MoPEθ = Z [fφ]−Z [fφ−θ] , (1)

where Z is the zero-shot evaluation function, i.e., Recall
Mean for retrieval tasks. One module θ with a higher
MoPEθ value indicates that this module is more sensitive
to pruning and plays a more crucial role in cross-modal
tasks. Thus, preserving such modules becomes a priority
during pruning. By utilizing the MoPEθ, we can easily cre-
ate cost tables Cθ =

∑n
i=1 {MoPEθi}. These cost tables

are generated for different heads (Chead), groups of neurons
(Cneuron), and layers (Clayer). They serve as references for
selecting optimal architectures, allowing us to retain critical
modules while reducing the overall model size.

3.2. Unified Pruning Framework Based on MoPE

Recent VLM compression works focus either during the
pre-training stage [59] or fine-tuning stage [51]. However,
the comprehensive solution for these two stages is under-
explored. Leveraging our MoPE metric, we introduce a uni-
fied pruning framework aimed at solving this challenge.

Fine-tuning Stage. The primary challenge lies in en-
hancing the performance of task-specific pruned models.
To achieve high compression ratios, we explore three dis-
tinct pruning strategies in both width and depth directions.
Empirical analysis reveals that the width-first-then-depth
pruning paradigm is the most effective, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3. Specifically, one encoder of CLIP has L layers,
and each layer consists of a MHA block and a FFN block.
First, we compress the fine-tuned CLIP model in the width
direction, as shown in Figure 2 (a). For the MHA block with
Nh heads, we independently prune L×Nh heads with their

query, key, value, and output matrices. This process calcu-
lates the MoPE metric, subsequently establishing the cost
table of heads Chead. For the FFN block, which includes
an up-projection W1 ∈ Rd×dff and a down-projection
layer W2 ∈ Rdff×d, where d is the hidden dimension and
dff = 4d is the number of intermediate neurons. Since it’s
time-cost to enumerate all dff neurons, we divide them into
N groups and measure the MoPE of each group to obtain
Cneuron. Then the insignificant heads and groups of neu-
rons would be pruned, and we use knowledge distillation to
transfer knowledge from the fixed teacher model to the final
MoPE-CLIPw. Second, we compress the MoPE-CLIPw in
the depth direction. We compute the MoPE for L Trans-
former layers of MoPE-CLIPw and create the Clayer. With
the assistance of Clayer, we evaluate the priority of layers
precisely and prune less important ones. The final MoPE-
CLIP is obtained by distilling from the fixed teacher model.

Pre-training Stage. We simultaneously compress the vi-
sion and text encoder of the large model to generate more
general small models in the pre-training stage. In addi-
tion to model capacity, training cost is another crucial chal-
lenge. The width-first-then-depth strategy involves a two-
stage retraining process, incurring high costs. Moreover,
the knowledge acquired in each retraining process expands
as more image-text pairs are introduced during pre-training.
Therefore, we combine the width-and-depth pruning into
a single stage, as depicted in Figure 2(c). In particular,
we parallelly compute the MoPE metric for heads, groups
of neurons, and layers of zero-shot CLIP’s vision and text
encoders. After creating the cost tables, the pruning pro-
cess is completed directly in several seconds. Then we pre-
train the pruned model on one small-scale image-text pre-
training dataset (e.g., the CC3M dataset) and obtain the fi-
nal MoPE-CLIP. Our experiments in Section 4.2 show that
our MoPE-CLIP largely outperforms several efficient pre-
training models [23, 28, 62], indicating that pruning of the
large models provides a better initialization for pre-training.

Pruning Efficiency. Calculating the MoPE metric for
each module takes a few seconds, and computations for all
modules can be parallelized. Thus, the overall time of estab-
lishing cost tables is much less than a complete fine-tuning
or pre-training process. Subsequently, we can directly prune
at different ratios to obtain a series of compact models.

3.3. Distillation to MoPE-CLIP

In contrast to previous distillation methods applied to ViT
or BERT [21, 64, 65, 70], we design an advanced distil-
lation loss that effectively transfers both cross-modal and
uni-modal knowledge from large CLIP (teacher model) to
pruned MoPE-CLIP (student model) shown in Figure 2 (b).

Cross-modal Knowledge. The CLIP model computes the
cross-modal similarity matrix for retrieval and classification
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Approach Vision Encoder MSCOCO (5K test set)
Width Depth Parmas TR@1 TR@5 TR@10

Teacher Model 1024 24 304M 76.2 92.9 96.4
CLIP-VIT-B/32 768 12 88M 67.5 88.0 93.4

SE-CLIPV 768 12 88M 56.1 81.0 89.1
MoPE-CLIPV 384 18 86M 69.7 90.4 95.0

Table 1. Image-to-text retrieval results of three small model architec-
tures on MSCOCO dataset. All models are trained with distillation.

Approach Text Encoder MSCOCO (5K test set)
Width Depth Parmas IR @1 IR @5 IR @10

Teacher Model 768 12 85M 58.8 82.8 89.5
CLIP-VIT-B/32 512 12 38M 49.4 75.8 84.7

SE-CLIPT 512 12 38M 58.5 82.9 89.6
MoPE-CLIPT 384 12 42M 59.6 83.2 89.8

Table 2. Text-to-image retrieval results of three small model architec-
tures on MSCOCO dataset. All models are trained with distillation.

tasks. The teacher model exhibits a more closely aligned
textual and visual embedding space, resulting in additional
valuable knowledge within their similarity matrices. To en-
hance the cross-modal capabilities of pruned models, we
minimize the soft cross-entropy loss (SCE) between student
similarity matrix S and teacher similarity matrix Ŝ, i.e.,

Lsim = SCE(S, Ŝ). (2)

Uni-modal Knowledge. The teacher model possesses
more substantial and superior vision or text encoders.
Hence, it becomes crucial to transfer the knowledge em-
bedded within these larger encoders to the student models.
Following [21], we utilize the mean squared error (MSE)
loss to ensure that the student model’s features (Fv,Fl) are
as similar as possible to those of the teacher model (F̂v, F̂l):

Lfeat =
1

2
MSE(Fv, F̂v) +

1

2
MSE(Fl, F̂l). (3)

Besides, we also perform intermediate-layer distillation to
transfer the hidden states knowledge (i.e., the output of
each Transformer layer) Hm

v (m = 1, 2, ...,M), Hk
l (k =

1, 2, ...,K) from the teacher model to the student model.
The depth-pruned student would mimic the preserved inter-
mediate layers in the teacher model. The hidden loss is

Lv
hidn =

∑M

m=1
MSE(Hm

v , Ĥm
v ), (4)

Ll
hidn =

∑K

k=1
MSE(Hk

l , Ĥ
k
l ), (5)

Lhidn =
1

2
(Lv

hidn + Ll
hidn). (6)

Learning Objective. Combining the cross-modal knowl-
edge and uni-modal knowledge, we further incorporate the
contrastive loss (Litc). Thus, the final training objective is

L = Litc + αLsim + βLfeat + γLhidn (7)

By default, we do not tune and set (α, β, γ) = (1, 103, 1) to
ensure a balanced magnitude of these losses.

4. Experiments
4.1. Fine-tuning Stage Compression

Experimental Settings. During the fine-tuning stage, we
compress fine-tuned CLIP-ViT-L/14 (FT-L14) to create

Pruning Vision Encoder MSCOCO (5K test set)
Width Depth Parmas TR @1 TR @5 TR @10

Teacher Model 1024 24 304M 76.2 92.9 96.4

MagnCLIPV [16] 512 24 153M 71.2 90.8 95.2
384 24 115M 64.2 86.6 92.8

DynaCLIPV [18]
512 24 153M 73.9 92.0 96.0
384 24 115M 70.3 90.0 94.9
384 18 86M 67.6 88.7 94.1

UPop-CLIP [51] N/A N/A 474M‡ 70.8 90.8 95.2
N/A N/A 280M‡ 56.1 82.4 90.2

MoPE-CLIPV

512 24 153M 74.7 92.2 96.4
384 24 115M 72.1 91.5 95.7
384 18 86M 69.7 90.4 95.0

Table 3. Image-to-text retrieval results of different pruning meth-
ods on the MSCOCO dataset with several pruning ratios. The
Params labeled as ‡ denote the parameters of the entire model.

Pruning Text Encoder MSCOCO (5K test set)
Width Depth Params IR @1 IR @5 IR @10

Teacher Model 768 12 85M 58.8 82.8 89.5

MagnCLIPT [16] 384 12 42M 59.2 82.9 89.1
192 12 21M 56.6 81.9 89.2

DynaCLIPT [18] 384 12 42M 59.3 83.0 89.7
192 12 21M 57.3 82.3 89.4

MoPE-CLIPT
384 12 42M 59.6 83.2 89.8
192 12 21M 58.0 82.6 89.8

Table 4. Text-to-image retrieval results of different pruning meth-
ods on the MSCOCO dataset with two pruning ratios.

task-specific models. We select cross-modal retrieval as
our downstream tasks and evaluate the compressed model
on the MSCOCO [33] and Flickr30K [43] datasets. Due to
limited space, the results on Flickr30K are in Appendix C.2.

Implementation Details. We apply the width-first-then-
depth pruning on the vision or text encoder of FT-L14 to
obtain MoPE-CLIPV and MoPE-CLIPT . The MoPE met-
ric is computed by TR Mean and IR Mean, respectively. In
particular, since individually processing all neurons is time-
consuming, we first rewire all FFN neurons according to
loss gradient like [18], then divide them into groups for ac-
celeration. Knowledge distillation is added to enhance the
performance of fine-tuned CLIP-ViT-B/32 and SE-CLIP.

Further evaluation of three small model architectures.
Table 1 and Table 2 present the image-to-text retrieval
and text-to-image retrieval performance of three architec-
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Method Vision Enocder Text Encoder Params(M) MSCOCO (5K test set) Flickr30K (1K test set)
Width Depth Width Depth Vision + Text TR @1 TR @5 TR @10 IR @1 IR @5 IR @10 TR @1 TR @5 TR @10 IR @1 IR @5 IR @10

Pre-trained on WIT-400M
CLIP-ViT-L/14 [44] 1024 24 768 12 304 + 85 56.3 79.4 86.6 36.5 61.1 71.2 85.2 97.5 99.1 64.9 87.3 92.2
CLIP-ViT-B/32 [44] 768 12 512 12 88 + 38 50.1 75.0 83.5 30.5 56.0 66.9 78.8 94.9 98.2 58.8 93.6 90.2

Pre-trained on CC3M
EfficientVLM [57] 1024 12 768 6 152 + 42 46.6 71.7 81.3 35.9 61.6 71.8 78.8 94.9 98.2 58.8 93.6 90.2
TinyCLIP [59] 512 24 768 6 152 + 42 52.7 76.5 84.8 36.6 63.0 73.6 80.5 96.3 98.5 66.3 89.1 93.7
MoPE-CLIPlarge 512 24 384 12 152 + 42 58.0 81.6 88.5 40.6 66.0 75.5 86.5 97.7 99.0 69.8 90.6 95.3
DynaCLIPbase [18] 384 18 384 12 86 + 42 51.3 75.5 84.6 35.8 61.8 72.6 79.8 96.1 98.2 64.6 87.8 93.1
DynaCLIPsmall [18] 384 18 192 12 86 + 21 46.7 72.7 92.2 33.2 59.5 70.3 75.9 94.6 98.3 60.9 86.1 91.9
MoPE-CLIPbase 384 18 384 12 86 + 42 52.8 78.1 86.0 37.3 63.5 73.6 82.8 97.1 98.8 66.7 88.7 94.1
MoPE-CLIPsmall 384 18 192 12 86 + 21 50.3 75.9 84.8 35.6 61.7 72.2 80.2 95.6 98.5 64.7 87.8 93.0

Pre-trained on YFCC15M
CLIP-ViT-B/32† [44] 768 12 512 12 88 + 38 20.8 43.9 55.7 13.0 31.7 42.7 34.9 63.9 75.9 23.4 47.2 58.9
SLIP-ViT-B/32† [40] 768 12 512 12 88 + 38 27.7 52.6 63.9 18.2 39.2 51.0 47.8 76.5 85.9 32.3 58.7 68.8
DeCLIP-ViT-B/32† [31] 768 12 512 12 88 + 38 28.3 53.2 64.5 18.4 39.6 51.4 51.4 80.2 88.9 34.3 60.3 70.7
UniCLIP-ViT-B/32† [28] 768 12 512 12 88 + 38 32.0 57.7 69.2 20.2 43.2 54.4 52.3 81.6 89.0 34.8 62.0 72.0
MCD-ViT-B/32† [23] 768 12 512 12 88 + 38 32.2 58.7 71.2 20.7 43.5 55.3 57.6 82.6 91.1 36.4 64.8 74.1
ALIP-ViT-B/32† [62] 768 12 512 12 88 + 38 46.8 72.4 81.8 29.3 54.4 65.4 70.5 91.9 95.7 48.9 75.1 82.9
MoPE-CLIPbase 384 18 384 12 86 + 42 55.6 78.6 86.1 37.1 63.1 73.5 86.1 97.9 99.6 66.4 89.2 94.2

Table 5. Zero-shot image-text retrieval results on MSCOCO and Flickr30K datasets. Our MoPE-CLIPbase pre-trained on CC3M datasets
outperforms the CLIP-ViT-B/32 pre-trained on WIT-400M on all the metrics. † denotes the results are reported from [23, 28, 62].

tures, respectively. With similar parameters, our MoPE-
CLIPV performs best and surpasses CLIP-ViT-B/32 by
2.2% TR@1 and SE-CLIPV by 13.6% TR@1. MoPE-
CLIPT at 2x compression ratio also outperforms SE-CLIPT

and CLIP-ViT-B/32. These results indicate that compared
to the pretrained small models and substituted encoder
models, MoPE-CLIPV and MoPE-CLIPT provide better
small CLIP models while maintaining flexibility. Addi-
tionally, we observe that the knowledge distillation process
actually improves the TR@1 of CLIP-ViT-B/32 and SE-
CLIPV in Figure 1. This demonstrates the effectiveness of
the teacher’s knowledge, but the architectural difference be-
tween ViT-L14 and ViT-B32 limits the final performance.

Comparison with Other Pruning Methods. We com-
pare our models with the state-of-the-art VLP compression
method UPop [51]. We also extend the uni-modal pruning
methods on CLIP architecture, including the dynamic prun-
ing method DynaBERT [18] and magnitude-based pruning
[16]. Notably, distillation is applied to DynaCLIP and Mag-
nCLIP, except for Upop whose result is from the original
paper. As seen in Table 3, MoPE-CLIPV performs signif-
icantly better than other DynaCLIPV and MagnCLIPV at
the same depth and width, especially the TR@1. Compared
with UPop, our MoPE-CLIPV with 153M vision encoder
termed an entire model of 234M parameters largely sur-
passes the UPop-CLIP with 474M parameters on all met-
rics. In addition, Table 4 shows that even at the 4x com-
pression ratio, our MoPE-CLIPT still maintains high perfor-
mance on the text-to-image retrieval task, with only a 0.8%
drop in IR@1 compared to the teacher model. We report
performance under more pruning ratios and compare Upop
with KD in Appendix C.1. We also analyze the difference
of preserved heads between MoPE-CLIPV and DynaCLIPV

in Appendix C.3, which further demonstrates the accurate
assessment of our MoPE metrics.

4.2. Pre-training Stage Compression

Experimental Setting During the pre-training stage, we
compress the zero-shot CLIP-ViT-L/14 (ZS-14) model [44]
to obtain compact general models. Subsequently, we pre-
train our MoPE-CLIP and various baselines on a small-
scale pre-training dataset, CC3M [50]. To further assess the
capabilities of our MoPE-CLIP model, we scale up training
using larger datasets, including CC12M [4] and YFCC15M
[31]. In addition, we evaluate our pruning method on Open-
CLIP ViT-B/16 and report results in Appendix C.5.

Implementation Details We simultaneously prune both
vision and text encoders of ZS-L14. For the vision en-
coder, we adopt width-and-depth pruning and compress the
encoder to 86M parameters, which is similar to CLIP-ViT-
B/32. For the text encoder, we compress it in the width di-
rection at two pruning ratios, resulting in MoPE-CLIPbase

and MoPE-CLIPsmall. We also prune both the vision and
text encoders to half-width, producing MoPE-CLIPlarge.
The module’s importance is evaluated on the MSCOCO val-
idation dataset and the Recall Mean serves as the MoPE
metric. More details are left in Appendix B.

Zero-shot Image-text Retrieval. Table 5 shows the zero-
shot retrieval results on MSCOCO and Flickr30K datasets.
MoPE-CLIPbase consistently surpasses the CLIP-ViT-B32
in all Recall metrics. MoPE-CLIPsmall maintains com-
petitive results and outperforms the DynaCLIPsmall with
a clear margin. In addition, when compared with previous
efficient pre-training methods, MoPE-CLIPbase pre-trained
on CC3M achieves 52.8% TR@1 and 37.3% IR@1 on the
MSCOCO dataset, which is 6.0% and 8.0% higher than
ALIP [62] pre-trained on YFCC15M. The improvement is
mainly attributed to the pruned large model providing a bet-
ter initialization for pre-training vision-language models.
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CLIP-ViT-B/32† [44] YFCC15M 50 62.3 33.6 55.4 6.3 19.4 16.9 2.1 1.4 40.2 33.7 31.3 27.5
SLIP-ViT-B/32† [40] YFCC15M 50 72.2 45.3 65.9 6.8 28.3 21.8 2.9 1.9 45.1 44.7 38.3 33.9
DeCLIP-ViT-B/32† [31] YFCC15M 50 72.1 39.7 70.1 7.1 30.2 24.2 3.9 2.5 41.6 46.9 39.2 34.3
UniCLIP-ViT-B/32† [28] YFCC15M 50 78.6 47.2 73.0 8.1 32.5 23.3 3.4 2.8 50.4 48.7 41.2 37.2
MCD-ViT-B/32† [23] YFCC15M 32 80.3 49.6 73.2 7.9 40.0 30.5 3.4 3.0 55.3 54.0 44.7 40.2
ALIP-ViT-B/32† [62] YFCC15M 32 83.8 51.9 74.1 54.8 30.7 23.2 5.4 2.7 47.8 45.4 40.3 41.8
MoPE-CLIPbase YFCC15M 20 91.5 68.1 85.5 66.8 69.3 46.6 16.6 6.0 61.2 74.6 60.7 58.8

MoPE-CLIPbase CC3M 20 86.8 61.7 79.0 30.1 42.0 38.5 5.6 1.7 57.1 38.6 44.5 44.2
MoPE-CLIPbase CC12M 20 91.2 67.3 85.0 45.0 80.0 41.1 47.7 7.2 62.2 70.6 60.7 59.8

Table 6. Top-1 accuracy(%) of zero-shot image classification on 11 downstream datasets. Our MoPE-CLIPbase largely surpasses other
state-of-the-art efficient pre-training methods using fewer training epochs. † denotes the results are reported from [23, 28, 62].

Zero-shot Classification. We adopt the Recall Mean on
the MSCOCO validation dataset as the MoPE metric, which
reflects the module influence of multi-modal tasks. To
demonstrate the robustness of Recall Mean on uni-modal
tasks, we further compare our MoPE-CLIPbase with other
efficient pre-training methods on zero-shot image classifi-
cation tasks. SLIP [40], DeCLIP [31], and UniCLIP [28]
incorporate fine-grained supervision to reduce the data re-
quirement. ALIP [62] and MCD [23] propose new frame-
works to reduce the noise and misalignments in image-text
pairs. We utilize the same prompt templates following CLIP
[16]. Table 6 presents the results on 11 widely used bench-
marks. Our MoPE-CLIPbase pre-trained on the YFCC15M
dataset significantly surpasses previous methods and creates
new state-of-the-art results, indicating the effectiveness of
MoPE-CLIP towards classification tasks.

Comparison with VLP Compression Methods. We em-
ploy EfficientVLM [57] and TinyCLIP [59] to compress
the zero-shot CLIP-ViT-L/14 model, then pre-train pruned
models on the CC3M dataset using distillation loss in their
papers. The zero-shot retrieval results, as presented in Table
5, unequivocally illustrate that our MoPE-CLIPlarge per-
forms the best. Notably, even our MoPE-CLIPbase with a
reduction to 66M parameters still surpasses the TinyCLIP
and EfficientVLM. We further compare the training pro-
cess of these models on 8x Nvidia V100 GPUs in Figure 3.
Our models achieve competitive results in less training time,
highlighting the significant contribution of our MoPE met-
ric in preserving crucial modules. In contrast to TinyCLIP,
which focuses on cross-modal affinity, and EfficientVLM,
which emphasizes uni-modal knowledge transfer, our ap-
proach combines cross- and uni-modal distillation, proving
more effective in enhancing pruned model capacity.

Inference Speedup. We measure the latency using Py-
Torch inference mode with the batch size of 64 in Table 7,
where MoPE-CLIP shows a significant speedup.

Figure 3. Comparsion of training efficiency. Models are pruned
to half of the CLIP-ViT-L/14 and trained on the CC3M dataset.
MoPE-CLIP performs the best with fewer training epochs.

Models CLIP-ViT-L/14 MoPElarge MoPEbase MoPEsmall

Params (M) 390 194 ↓ 50% 128 ↓ 67% 107 ↓ 73%
Latency (ms) 141.96 79.00 ↓ 44% 58.73 ↓ 59% 49.48 ↓ 65%

Table 7. Nvidia V100 GPU latency (ms) on MSCOCO test sets.

4.3. Ablation Study

Effects of MoPE Metric. To further demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our MoPE metric, we apply four commonly
used layer pruning strategies in BERT [13, 45] to the 0.375-
width MoPE-CLIPV models, including (i) removal of ei-
ther the bottom or top layers, (ii) the “Every Other” strat-
egy, and (iii) a Gradient-based approach that gauges layer
importance by analyzing gradients for all heads and neu-
rons within a layer. From Table 8, our MoPE metric out-
performs other strategies with a clear margin. Notably, the
Every Other strategy falls behind when pruning three lay-
ers. We assume that simply reducing every other layer in
Transformer encoder may not influence the model capacity
of uni-model tasks as proven in [13]. However, the unavail-
ability of the other encoder results in a performance drop in
cross-modal tasks. These findings indicate the importance
of selecting an appropriate strategy for layer reduction in
CLIP and we provide a straightforward yet valuable metric.
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Setting Method COCO test set

TR@1 TR@5 TR@10

Prune 3 layers
for

0.375width
MWPE-CLIPV

Top Layers 70.1 90.2 95.4
Bottom Layers 70.8 90.4 95.1

Every Other 69.2 90.0 94.9
Loss Gradient 70.4 90.6 94.9

MWPE metric 72.2 91.2 95.5

Prune 6 layers
for

0.375width
MWPE-CLIPV

Top Layers 57.6 81.7 88.6
Bottom Layers 63.9 88.0 93.5

Every Other 66.6 88.9 93.6
Loss Gradient 66.3 87.8 94.0

MWPE metric 69.7 90.4 95.0

Table 8. Ablation study of Layer Selection strategies.

MoPE-CLIPV
MSCOCO

TR@1 TR@5 TR@10 TRMean

Depth-first-then-width 64.0 87.0 92.4 81.1
Width-and-depth 61.4 84.8 90.9 79.0
Width-first-then-depth 69.7 90.4 95.0 85.0

Table 9. Ablation study in pruning 86M MoPE-CLIPV .

Training Loss MSCOCO
TR@1 TR@5 TR@10 TRMean

MoPE-CLIPV 69.7 90.4 95.0 85.0

w/o Lsim 68.8 89.8 94.7 84.4
w/o Lfeat 69.4 89.4 94.7 84.5
w/o Lhidn 67.7 89.1 94.0 83.6
w/o Distillation 60.8 84.9 91.5 79.0

Table 10. Ablation study of knowledge distillation.

Effects of Pruning Framework. During the fine-tuning
stage, we further explore the other two strategies, including
pruning in a “depth-first” manner followed by “width prun-
ing,” as well as simultaneous “width-and-depth” pruning.
From Table 9, the “width-first-then-depth” strategy yields
the best performance. This may be attributed to the se-
quential computation of hidden states across different lay-
ers, making it challenging to accurately evaluate the impor-
tance of heads or neurons in layer-reduced models, as dis-
cussed in [18]. Furthermore, the fine-tuning dataset may
not be sufficiently large to fully restore the model’s capac-
ity. Therefore, during the fine-tuning stage, the “width-first-
then-depth” strategy stands out as the optimal choice for
creating more competitive smaller models. In contrast, dur-
ing the pre-training stage, adopting the “width-and-depth”
pruning strategy is more convenient and efficient, with per-
formance recovery facilitated by a much larger dataset.

Effects of Knowledge Distillation. We ablate our distil-
lation objectives designed in Section 3.3, by investigating
the learning process on MoPE-CLIPV . From Table 10, we
observe that all distilled models outperform models with-
out distillation by a clear margin, demonstrating the impor-
tance of both cross-modal and uni-modal knowledge. Im-
portantly, the TR@1 of the “w/o Lhidn” model drops signif-
icantly from 69.7% to 67.7%, which indicates the interme-

“a yellow bus and a white bus on a empty road.”

“A group of youths play frisbee in a field.”

“One cat sleeping on sofa arm and another on sofa cushion.”

Input Image FT-L14 FT-B32 MoPE-CLIPvSE-CLIPv

Figure 4. Grad-CAM visualization on the self-attention maps in
the last layer of vision encoder for different models.

diate layer knowledge in the teacher model is crucial for re-
training the MoPE-CLIP. However, the discrepancy in patch
numbers between the ViT-B/32 and ViT-L/14 leads to the
failure of hidden distillation applied to CLIP-ViT-B32 and
SE-CLIPV . Consequently, the effectiveness of knowledge
distillation is largely diminished for these architectures.

Visualization. To better understand the architecture influ-
ence on the retrieval task, we utilize Grad-CAM[49] to visu-
alize the critical image regions corresponding to the caption.
The Grad-CAM is computed on the average self-attention
maps in the vision encoder’s last layer, where gradients are
acquired by the contrastive loss Litc. From Figure 4, the
visualizations from CLIP-ViT-L/14 (FT-L14) are more pre-
cise than CLIP-ViT-B/32 (FT-B32). The FT-L14 model has
a smaller patch size of 14 and thus locates more detailed
regions, like the “frisbee” in the middle example. Both FT-
B32 and SE-CLIPV miss “a white bus” in the top case while
losing “one cat” in the bottom case. MoPE-CLIPV captures
these important objects correctly. This indicates that MoPE-
CLIPV provides fruitful information for the retrieval task.

5. Conclusion
This paper investigates diverse methods to downsize VLP
models and focuses on exploring better pruning solutions.
We propose the Module-wise pruning error (MoPE) metric,
which accurately measures the CLIP module’s importance.
On top of the MoPE metric, we introduce a unified frame-
work and an advanced distillation loss for structured prun-
ing during the pre-training and fine-tuning stages. Extensive
experiments demonstrated that our MoPE-CLIP achieves
surprising success across various downstream tasks.
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